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ABSTRACT

Nowcasting procedures about the convection and its extreme weather consequences are
based on the detection of unstable air masses in order to provide timely and accurate results.
In this study, instability indices and MSG derived Brightness Temperatures (BT) are combined
to identify suitable thresholds for potentially unstable air masses detection and consequently
possible convective cloud regions in early stages of their development. After the spatiotemporal correlation of SEVIRI images and radiosonde data, a statistical analysis is
conducted to define the best statistical scores. For the period and area of study, there were
found in total 221 different radiosonde profiles with valid measurements in all the measured
atmospheric levels. Considering that KI values above a threshold define unstable air masses,
there were tested different threshold values and the best statistical scores identified the K.I
o
value equal (or above) to 20 C, the BT of channel 6.2 μm equal (or below) to 240 K and the
DBT of channels 6.2 μm and 7.3 μm (BT6.2μm - BT 7.3μm) equal (or above) to -20 K (F.A.R =
10.19%, P.O.D = 77.9%, Acc. = 74.66%). The accuracy of the proposed threshold
combination of the SEVIRI Brightness Temperatures in the water vapor region to discriminate
atmospheric instability was evaluated using 3-hourly TRMM satellite accumulated
precipitation product. Our study proved that the proposed channels along with the identified
threshold values can be applied in operational applications using MSG imagery to delineate
unstable air masses (and consequently possible convective areas) even if there is lack of
additional data in (near) real-time basis like lightning and/or radiosonde measurements.

INTRODUCTION
The Mediterranean basin has complex geographic features including orography, large
coastline, numerous islands and therefore important sea - land interactions. Additionally, the
increasing population (mainly in the coastal areas) and the human induced activities cause
significant changes that affect in the natural environment. Considering also the influence from
from both subtropical and mid-latitude atmospheric circulations (Trigo et al., Alpert et al.,
2006), the Mediterranean basin can be said that has a sensitive climatic profile. Furthermore
the climatic variations affect the intensity and the frequency of occurrence of severe weather
situations. Nowadays, there is an increasing use of Meteosat satellite series to monitor
effectively severe weather phenomena and many applications are already using the provided
information of Meteosat for monitoring and short range forecast purposes (e.g. Puca et al.,
2005; Morel and Senesi 2002; Kolios and Feidas 2012; Rigo et al., 2010). Nevertheless, the
complex nature of the severe weather phenomena and their rapid evolution in time and space
deteriorates the capability of a satellite based application to estimate accurately and timely
the evolution of extreme weather events. It is essential in all nowcasting procedures, a timely
and accurate detection of all unstable air masses in order to achieve the best results about
the convection and its extreme weather consequences (e.g. Marinaki et al., 2006; Merk and
Zinner, 2013). In the field of identifying pre-convective atmospheric events, the two available

water vapor channels of Meteosat Second Generation are a valuable tool (e.g. Georgiev and
Santurrett, 2009).
The aim of this study is to propose a combination of instability indices and SEVIRI derived
Brightness Temperatures (BT) in Water Vapor (WV) so that to identify the most suitable
isotherms and the corresponding thresholds of potentially unstable air masses that can lead
to early detection of possible convective clouds.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY
For the scope of the study, two kinds of datasets are used. Firstly, radiosonde profiles for the
greater area of Mediterranean basin corresponding collected for a two-day period (5/6/2008 6/6/2008). The exact locations of the radiosondes are seen in Figure 1. The radiosonde
datasets are provided from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of
the United States of America.

Figure 1: Τhe radiosonde locations used in the study. In the same location may exist different radiosonde
profiles as they are released daily at different times.

For all the available data from radiosondes there were finally used only those that they had
valid values in all the measured atmospheric levels and at least three consecutive
measurements with Relative Humidity (RH) equal or above to 85% with no other
measurement of RH above this threshold in the same radiosonde. This RH criterion is used to
ensure that the radiosonde refers to cloudy situations. The above mentioned criteria are met
by 221 different valid radiosonde profiles. Equation (1) is used to calculate the K-index (K.I)
for each of the valid radiosonde profiles.

𝐾. 𝐼 = (𝑇850ℎ𝑃𝑎 − 𝑇850ℎ𝑃𝑎 ) + 𝑇𝑑850ℎ𝑃𝑎 − (𝑇700ℎ𝑃𝑎 − 𝑇𝑑700ℎ𝑃𝑎 )

(1)

Where 𝑇850ℎ𝑃𝑎 and 𝑇700ℎ𝑃𝑎 Are the temperature values at 850hPa and 700hPa respectively,
and 𝑇𝑑850ℎ𝑃𝑎 and 𝑇700ℎ𝑃𝑎 are the dew point temperatures at the same pressure heights.
Regarding Meteosat images, there are selected the water vapor channels (channels 6.2 μm,
and 7.3 μm) of the SEVIRI instrument in 15-min timesteps during the whole two-day period.

The initial data files converted into Brightness Temperatures and the temperature differences
DBT (BT6.2μm - BT 7.3μm) in pixel basis, calculated.
Then a spatiotemporal correlation conducted for the two datasets. More analytically, at any
time there is a radiosonde with valid measurements (in all the measured heights), a 3 x 3
“window” of the corresponding SEVIRI images is designed, having as center the location of
the radiosonde release (Figure 2). As a result, for every radiosonde profile, all the SEVIRI BT
and DBT pixel values in the 3 x 3 “window” around the initial location of the radiosonde, in a
three-hour period starting from the exact time that the radiosonde was released, are
correlated with the values and the K.I of the specific radiosonde profile.

Figure 2: Schematic example of spatial correlation between radiosonde and Meteosat pixels.

RESULTS
After the spatiotemporal correlation between radiosonde measurements and WV SEVIRI
imagery, the corresponding contingency tables created and three statistical scores (F.A.R,
P.O.D and Accuracy) calculated in order to identify the most suitable thresholding
combination among K.I, BT and DBT. The general concept of these contingency tables is
presented in Table 1.

Unstable air masses
Stable air masses
a
b
K.I ≥ threshold
c
d
K.I < threshold
Table 1: General criteria scheme to detect combinations for unstable air masses discrimination.
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The different thresholds used to define “unstable air masses” and “stable air masses” as well
the K.I threshold are presented in Table 2 along with the relative statistical score values. The
o
best threshold combination is achieved for K.I at 20 C, BT6.2μm ≤ 240K and BT6.2μm-7.3μm≥20K. It is mentioned that similar K.I threshold values were also found in other studies (e.g
Haklander and Van Delden, 2003).
The 90-min time-lag after the released time of a radiosonde, is considered as a satisfactory
period until a radiosonde to reach the upper layers of the troposphere, where it records the
atmospheric variables of interest. Figure 3 and Figure 4 present the mean BT and D BT
evolution for the “unstable air masses” cases and “stable air masses” cases that they are
defined using the best criterion regarding the statistical scores of Table 2.

Κ.Ι (oC)
threshold

Discrimination of cases
Statistical Score
Unstable air masses
Stable air masses
FAR
POD
Acc.
30.57
80.1
61.54
BT6.2μm > 235K OR
BT6.2μm ≤ 235K
5
AND DBT6.2μm-7.3μm≥-20K
DBT6.2μm-7.3μm <-20K
20
10.19
77.9
74.66
BT6.2μm > 240K OR
BT6.2μm ≤ 240K
AND DBT6.2μm-7.3μm≥-20K
DBT6.2μm-7.3μm <-20K
38.85
76.8
59.27
BT6.2μm > 240K OR
BT6.2μm ≤ 240K
AND DBT6.2μm-7.3μm≥-15K
DBT6.2μm-7.3μm <-15
47.78
84.5
59.28
BT6.2μm > 235K OR
BT6.2μm ≤ 235K
3
AND DBT6.2μm-7.3μm≥-15K
DBT6.2μm-7.3μm <-15K
24.6
69.8
67.42
BT6.2μm > 235K OR
BT6.2μm ≤ 235K
5
AND DBT6.2μm-7.3μm≥-20K
DBT6.2μm-7.3μm <-20K
7.9
63.3
65.16
BT6.2μm > 240K OR
BT6.2μm ≤ 240K
25
8
AND DBT6.2μm-7.3μm≥-20K
DBT6.2μm-7.3μm <-20K
30.95
55.0
87.03
BT6.2μm > 240K OR
BT6.2μm ≤ 240K
3
AND DBT6.2μm-7.3μm≥-15K
DBT6.2μm-7.3μm <-15K
43.65
86.5
70.14
BT6.2μm > 235K OR
BT6.2μm ≤ 235K
8
AND DBT6.2μm-7.3μm≥-15K
DBT6.2μm-7.3μm <-15K
Table 2: The values are referred to 90 min after the release time of a radiosonde.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Mean Brightness Temperature for all the pixels included in all 3 x 3 “windows” of the SEVIRI
channel of 6.2 μm imagery, centered in the initial location of a radiosonde during a 3-hour period started
from the time a radiosonde is released in 15-min timesteps (temporal resolution of SEVIRI imagery). Figure
(a) is referred in the “unstable air masses” sample and (b) in the “stable air masses” one.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: The same as Figure 3 but for the temperature differences DBT (BT6.2μm - BT 7.3μm).

Figures 5 and 6 provide characteristic examples of the areas defined by the “unstable air
masses” criteria (BT6.2μm ≤ 240K and DBT6.2μm-7.3μm ≥-20K according to Table 1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) DBT6.2μm-7.3μm image at 05/06/2008 (00:00 UTC). The red colored contours depict -20K Brightness
Temperature Difference and the blue colored contours depict -15K Brightness Temperature Difference, (b)
The BT6.2μm image at 05/06/2008 (00:00 UTC). The red colored contours define the 240K isotherm and the blue
colored one defines the 235K isotherm.

Figure 5a illustrates the DBT 6.2μm-7.3μm image where the -20K isotherm isolates extended cloud
regions either with convective cloud patterns and water vapor amounts in high tropospheric
levels or with low tropospheric humidity. Only completely dry regions in all the atmospheric
levels are excluded from the -20K isotherm. More closely to convective cloud patterns is the 15K isotherm, but in this study, we concern mainly about pre-convective environments. Figure
5b presents the BT6.2μm image where the 240K isotherm includes extended cloud regions of
high level water vapor as well as all the convective cloud tops.
Figure 6a provides an alternative view of the examined case as it is seen in the channel of
10.8 μm. Conclusively, the combination of -20K threshold (in the DBT6.2μm-7.3μm image) and the

240K threshold (in the BT6.2μm image) can delineate unstable air masses that are potentially
evolved in convective areas. A characteristic example of this threshold combination is
inferred from Figure 6b, where the brown colored areas fulfill simultaneously the two
previously referred criteria.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) The 10.8 μm SEVIRI channel image at 05/06/2008 (00:00 UTC). (b) The same image where it is
overlaid all the areas (brown colored areas) that fulfill simultaneously the “unstable air masses” criteria
(BT6.2μm ≤ 240K and DBT6.2μm-7.3μm ≥-20K).

VALIDATION
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed criteria combination of SEVIRI BT 6.2μm and
DBT6.2μm-7.3μm to detect atmospheric instability, we selected all the grid values of TRMM
(Huffman et al., 2007) in a 3-hourly accumulated precipitation product (“3B42” product with
o
o
spatial resolution of 0.25 x 0.25 ) that correspond to the radiosonde release locations, after
a spatiotemporal correlation procedure. Then we split the extracted dataset with the pairs of
values (K.I index values and the relative 3-hourly accumulated precipitation) in two different
o
samples· one sample with K.I value lower than 20 C and the other with K.I value greater than
o
20 C. Finally, we implemented parametric and non-parametric statistical hypothesis tests to
evaluate if the mean precipitation for the two different samples differs statistical significantly or
not. We conclude that the mean 3-hourly precipitation for the cases where the K.I is above
o
o
20 C is statistically different than the cases that correspond to K.I values lower than 20 C.

Samples

Mean precipitation
(mm)

Standard
Hypothesis test
Hypothesis test
deviation
(T-test)
(Mann-Whitney U test)
(mm)
1.14
2.03
p-value = 0.00 at
p-value = 0.00 at
K.I ≥ 20
significance level of 0.05
significance level of 0.05
0.06
0.22
K.I < 20
Table 3: Statistical results of validation procedure of the SEVIRI BT thresholds accuracy in delineating
unstable air masses, using 3-hourly TRMM precipitation values.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study we combine SEVIRI water vapor Brightness Temperatures and Temperature
Differences (BT6.2μm and DBT6.2μm-7.3μm respectively) with K.I values coming from radiosonde
profiles so that to define suitable thresholds for unstable air masses delineation that can
potentially lead to convective activity. Our results concluded that the best threshold
o
combination is achieved for K.I at 20 C, BT6.2μm ≤ 240K and BT6.2μm-7.3μm≥-20K.
It is also concluded that for the “unstable air masses” sample the BT 6.2μm and DBT6.2μm-7.3μm
mean “3x3” pixel values of the relative SEVIRI images centered around the release location of
every radiosonde, show a decrease larger than 0.5K at the 3-hour duration of each
radiosonde.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows that it is possible to ascertain the atmospheric areas that are
delineated as unstable. It is concluded that the proposed threshold combination includes large
atmospheric areas with significant water vapor amounts in the middle and upper troposphere.
These areas can contain convective activity areas as it is seen in the isotherm of -15K (Figure
5a) and 235K (Figure 5b).
Finally, we have evaluated the proposed thresholds combination to delineate unstable air
masses using a 3-hourly TRMM accumulated precipitation. The validation procedure proved
that there is a statistically significant differentiation in the precipitation amounts that correlate
o
spatiotemporally with the radiosonde profiles that have K.I values equal or greater than 20 C
o
and those that have K.I values smaller than 20 C.
Future work of this study can include a larger amount of datasets, the use of additional
instability indices and the examination of different threshold values and SEVIRI channels to
improve the accuracy in unstable air masses delineation that is of crucial importance in
nowcasting procedures.
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